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TOPOS ALLOU AEROPLIO THEATER- GREECE
The project is titled LEGENT OF THE GREAT BIRTH (LeGreBi) and it concerns
the mythology of the people of Europe related with the Birth of the earth and
universe.
Greek Mythology is huge. Also the Nord mythology. And this is the reason we want
organization from Skandinavian area as a partner.
We want artistic organization (theatre, theatre school, arts department of university
or colleges. The activities are artistic and cultural (theater performances and
workshops accompanied with research publication, excibitions, projection etc).
Other partners are from Greece (Greek Mythology) Italy (Roman mythology) Romania
(Dacia mythology) and Irland (Celtic mythology).
If you find interesting and decide to be our partner, we will connect these mythologies
and we will create a European mythology of the great birth. We will find the common
and the different elements of the European mythologies and we will comp

Short
description

Description
The project “Legend of the great birth” (Le.Gre.Bi) will look into the
myths, the tales and the mythology that was formed for the Birth and
Creation of this and our universe. The stories of each culture and country
as it explains it and expresses it. The pantheon of the Gods and heroes of
each mythology will consist as inspiration and the spark for
performances, workshops, lectures, publications and
high quality events in the partners countries.
In this respect, the LeGreBi project is aiming at
arousing and inspiring cultural institutions to enhance their folkloric
agenda, by especially targeting the oral tradition like fairy tales and myths
of creation and not only.
The mythology and fairy tales is an ark that perishes the particular
elements of each culture. These elements include the ethics and customs

of people, the working habits, the happiness and sorrow, the struggle
with weather, the man’s ingenuity and sensitivity and the love that a
nation expresses for life.
In accordance with the requirements of the “Culture” program, the
project partners will explore and create cultural events and theatrical
performances to promote the power of tradition and mythology of every
nation. More specifically, each participating organization will work on its
country’s myths and fairy tales and prepare and deliver its own
performance and activities. In this respect, the partners will present the
play, demonstrating thus the common cultural characteristics of
countries and nations. The performances will travel and will be presented
in partners countries.
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nkariel@gmail.com
toposallou@aol.com
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Heritage, theater, theatre activities, Audience development, Visual arts,
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Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
Theaters, Theatre or art department of University

